This paper addresses the problem of extracting and segmenting references from PDF documents. The novelty of the presented approach lies in its capability to discover highly varying references mainly in terms of content, length and location in the document. Unlike existing works, the proposed method does not follow the classical pipeline that consists of sequential phases. It rather learns the different characteristics of references to be used in a coherent scheme that reduces the error accumulation by following a probabilistic approach. Contrary to conventional references, mentioning the sources of information in some publications, such as those of social science, is not subject to the same specifications such as being located in a unique reference section. Therefore, the proposed method aims to extract references of highly varying reference characteristics by relaxing the restrictions of existing methods. Additionally, we present in this paper a new challenging dataset of annotated references in German social science publications. The main purpose of this work is to serve the indexation of missing references by extracting them from challenging publications such as those of German social science. The effectiveness of the presented methods in terms of both extraction and segmentation is evaluated on different datasets, including the German social science set.
INTRODUCTION
Acknowledging the scientific contribution of previous research work is necessary to ensure a smooth evolution in scientific fields. Over time, authors have adopted a manner to indicate the sources and the contributions of their fellows by mentioning their names, titles of their publications, etc. Several reasons, among which literature search and recommendation, necessitates making these references available and linked to their citations in a network. Therefore, different techniques have been developed to automatically detect, extract and segment these references [13, 16, 19] .
In general cases, reference extraction goes through three steps: 1) section identification, 2) reference extraction and 3) reference segmentation. Section identification is the process of recognizing the section containing all and only references, where reference extraction is dedicated to extracting individual reference strings from the formerly identified reference section. Reference segmentation is used afterwards to segment these references into components (e.g. author, title, volume, etc.). To the extent of our knowledge, researchers have addressed these problems separately by using probabilistic approaches, mainly Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [9] and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [15] since the processes satisfy the Markov property. Due to the aperiodicity of some states for both extraction and segmentation tasks, CRF has been widely and could achieve satisfactory accuracy. More specifically, references are assumed to appear in one section, while each reference string has a unique title, a unique page range and a unique source. Also, Neural Networks are also employed to segment reference strings [16] , by replacing the words with their numerical representation as an input of the CRF model. Considering the correlation between the two steps, the result of segmentation highly depends on the result of the extraction. In this regard, any deficiency in the extraction's performance will certainly influence the entire process in a negative way.
Although the citation style is relatively standard in terms of reference content, the citation practice differs from a community to another. Some disciplines, like German social sciences or humanities, commonly use word processors without tool support to represent references, leading to a large variety of reference characteristics within and between publications. Variations include the locations of references in footnotes, endnotes or in specific sections as well as the manner in which reference components are delineated from each other. Basically, this variation has different facets, making the automatic recognition of references more challenging. Regarding reference extraction, the main variation is the section in which references are located. Contrary to the standard practice, where there is a single section containing references, it is very common in some communities that the references are placed in separated parts of the publication such as footnotes and endnotes.
Here, it is difficult to adapt it to the problem of estimating a sequence of hidden variables. Another facet of this variety is the way of listing the references, which can be either in numerical order, by the full first author's name and the year or only by the first few letters of the name.
Furthermore, there are other varieties within the references being cited in one publication, where references are not composed of the same number of components. For example, social scientists often cite grey literature publications, which do not have author names or page range. Consequently, the order of components changes from a reference to another depending on the existence of these components. This leads to making the number of possible transitions higher with fewer examples and hence an imprecise estimation for small datasets.
In order to overcome the above-mentioned issues, this paper proposes a robust approach to extract and segment difficult references, with a case study of German social science publications. For this, each line in the publication is classified, using Random Forest, into a reference or not. Each classified line is associated with classification scores to all classes (non-, first, intermediate or last reference line). Next, CRF is applied on potentially reference lines, with the support of a probabilistic approach, inspired from Metropolis-Hasting (MH), to form complete segmented reference strings. A feedback mechanism is adopted to reduce the accumulation of error among steps, where the approach does not independently rely on each model. Instead, it incorporates the trained models under a probabilistic approach to enhance the results of all models. Moreover, we provide an online tool that is implemented based on the developed approach 1 .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related and prior work. Section 3 introduces the proposed approach starting with feature extraction, the core of the method and filtering process. Section 4 describes the performed experiments and reports the study results of different evaluations. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and communicate findings of the benefit of the proposed method.
RELATED WORK
A prior literature review demonstrates that much more effort has been devoted to developing techniques for reference segmentation than for reference extraction. This section discusses the novelties of our method by elaborating on prior work about both reference extraction and reference segmentation.
Reference Extraction
Reference extraction refers to the task of recognizing a section containing reference strings and identifying them afterward. In many disciplines like computer science or mathematics, the reference section is most often clearly delineated from the main text and labeled with a title like 'References' or 'Literature'. Based on this assumption, most prior work recognizes the beginning and end of such a reference section using rule-based or machine learning-based techniques.
Zou et al. [22] employ Support Vector Machine (SVM) to locate the reference section in HTML medical articles. They extracted geometric and text features from paper zones and combine them to distinguish between sections. Due to its efficiency, Tkaczyk et al. [19] use SVM to predefine a number of frequently occurring document segments, including 'abstract', 'body', 'references' and 'appendix'. Then, they extract the references from only the reference segment. Instead of SVM, the approaches proposed by Patrice Lopez [13] and Körner it al. [11] use CRF to extract reference strings in view of its capability to model decision boundaries among different classes. A popular reference extracting tool, called ParsCit [5] , uses a set of heuristics to identify the references by scanning the 1 http://excite.west.uni-koblenz.de/excite entire document for section headers such as "Reference", "Bibliography", "Notes" or any possible variations.
Considering the difficulties of identifying the sections in PDF documents, Bergmark [1] first converted the document into a wellformed XML format and then parsed it to find the section labeled with "References". Another way to identify the section containing references is a rule-based approach [2] , which tends to achieve better results as the rules are customized for a specific domain. However, taking into account the differences among reference styles and articles in general, the rule-based techniques do not perform well on articles for which rules were not priorly defined.
Reference Segmentation
In the literature, many methods for reference string segmentation (also known as reference string parsing) exist, differing in their techniques [18] , assumptions and target datasets. We broadly classify these methods into two categories, namely Classifier-based and Template-based.
Classifier-based Techniques:
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are popular among researchers of information extraction as they are capable to learn from different data and achieve higher performance. Supervised algorithms such as CRF [15] , Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [9] and SVM [21] proved their efficiency to achieve a satisfactory result in reference segmentation. Another direction to segment references adopts unsupervised learning techniques such as Hierarchical and Agglomerative clustering [8, 14] , where little or no data is required to train the classifier.
SVM is one of the most frequently used methods for classifying tokens of a given reference string. Zhang et al. [21] propose a structural SVM to segment references of biomedical literature. Due to the strong regularity of the reference structure, the task is considered as a sequence learning problem, where the achieved accuracy is about 98%. Zou et al. [22] used and compared Support Vector Machine and Conditional Random Fields for reference segmentation, focusing on articles in the medical domain. The comparison concluded that both approaches achieve nearly the same accuracy (97%).
Since segmenting references corresponds to the problem of finding the most likely sequence of hidden states, HMM is a suitable tool for estimating a sequence of hidden variables given the sequence of observed events. In [9] , a simple first-order HMM is applied, where the data is smoothed using naive smoothing to handle the absence of some state transitions and emissions. The model was trained on handcrafted citation training data and achieved an accuracy of more than 90% when tested on health science datasets consisting of homogeneous citations. Furthermore, Yin et al. [20] used Bigram HMM to solve this problem, claiming that their method yields better results than Unigram HMM. The difference between Unigram HMM and Bigram HMM is that the latter uses a modified model for computing the emission probability, without changing the structure of HMM itself.
Conditional Random Fields are statistical models used to compute the probability of hidden states given the sequence of observations [12] . Peng and McCallum [15] conducted an empirical study on Gaussian variations, Exponential and Hyperbolic-L1 prior and several class of features. They claimed that their method attained the state-of-the-art performance for extracting standard fields in the citations. Romanello et al. [17] used CRF for extracting and segmenting canonical references found in the field of classical studies. The popular citation extraction tool ParsCit developed by Councill et al. [5] relies on CRF model to identify the labels such as Author, Title and Year for the tokens being observed in the references.
Since the task of building a gold standard dataset is cumbersome and resource intensive, the problem of segmenting references was addressed using unsupervised learning approaches. For example, Grenager et al. [8] adopted this approach with small amounts of prior knowledge to segment fields, considering two different datasets, namely bibliographic citations and classified advertisements. They used Unconstrained HMM and Hierarchical Mixture Emission model for evaluating it against a supervised first-order HMM model in terms of average accuracy. Although the accuracy obtained by the unsupervised model was not better than that of the supervised model, the authors assume that the accuracy can further be increased by rectifying the structure of the model.
Semi-supervised learning approach was also explored in [8] , where an increase of the model accuracy was noticed by incrementally introducing annotated citation data into the dataset being used to learn the unsupervised model. Chambers and Jurafsky [3] also leveraged unsupervised learning methods for template mining without knowing the templates in advance.
Basically, the performance of a machine learning algorithm depends on the features that represent the data. In the context of extracting metadata from references, many techniques achieved compelling performance using different features, which were manually designed. It is also important to note that these features are engineered for a specific domain and are not necessarily well generalized when applied to another domain or reference style. This deficiency can be overcome with the help of Deep Neural Networks which are considered to be more effective in obtaining an accurate and generalized representation of the data. Prasad et al. [16] exploited this approach by employing a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network model to represent tokens. Afterward, CRF model was trained on the extracted features, where this method showed strong performance over manually defined features.
Template-based Techniques:
To extract relevant information, templates are formed based on prior domain knowledge. These templates are directly applied to the text data. Relevant information is extracted when certain conditions included in the template are matched [7] . Yang at al. [4] enhanced their previous work on sequence alignment techniques by replacing the reliance on background knowledge (e.g., author name database) with the punctuation symbols to identify the reference format. The authors demonstrate that the improved "BibPro" citation parser significantly performed better than INFOMAP and ParsCit metadata extraction tools if it used with a dataset containing six different citation styles. Also, a Hierarchical template-based approach INFOMAP was proposed by Day et al. [6] . Considering the disadvantages of traditional rule-based approaches such as lack of customization of the rules, the template-based hierarchical approach overcomes them by representing the information about the reference components (e.g., Author, Title, Volume, and Issue) in a tree structure. This structure represents patterns for the reference components found in different reference styles. The performance of INFOMAP was evaluated on 10,000 reference strings randomly selected from six different reference styles (e.g., IEEE, APA, ACM, etc.), demonstrating an average accuracy of 92.39%.
The template-based techniques require a thorough domain knowledge for designing the templates. Accordingly, Chambers and Jurafsky [3] proposed a method to learn the template structures instead of designing them. For this, the authors relied on two unsupervised learning algorithms: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Agglomerative clustering. The obtained result on the MUC-4 corpus leads to the conclusion that the learned templates perform better than the templates created by domain experts.
APPROACH
The proposed method of extracting references from PDF documents operates in two correlated phases: reference line classification and reference segmentation & identification. Before applying the method on query documents, an off-line process has to be carried out on the training set in order to train the necessary models. Subsequently, the online process employs the trained models to extract and segment reference strings from different PDF documents. Fig. 1 illustrates the general overview of the proposed approach consisting of an offline and online processes.
In order to train the models, layout information in text format are automatically extracted from the training PDF documents using Cermine [19] . From the output of each PDF document, the references were manually recognized and annotated, where each reference was in return manually segmented into basic components (e.g., author, title, source, etc.). These references, consolidated with the remaining text of their corresponding PDFs, represent the gold standard of our dataset. Detailed information about the dataset is given in Section 4.
Using the training set of the gold standard, a Random Forest model is trained for line classification considering four classes: non-, first, intermediate and last reference line. The reason of choosing Random Forest over other classifiers such as SVM is its capability to handle multiple class and to support features on various scales. Beside, the manually segmented reference strings in the gold standard are used to train CRF model in order to observe the relationships among components. Additionally, the completeness of a reference is estimated as probability density functions of the set of segmented reference strings. Each function is estimated with Multivariate Kernel Density Estimator given one of the forming properties (i.e., existing components, number of token per each component, etc.) of the training dataset. Below the extraction of features, core of the approach and filtering process are discussed:
Features
Both models, responsible for classifying lines (i.e Random Forest) and segmenting reference string candidates (i.e. Conditional Random Fields), use a set of discriminative features extracted from each line and each token, respectively. List. 1 presents a brief description of the features used by our method, where a detailed explanation can be found under this repository 2 . 
Reference Extraction & Segmentation
Given a query document, the layout information is similarly extracted using Cermine [19] . Subsequently, the pre-trained Random 
N is the total number of lines in Λ and i denotes the ith line. ω e (.) is the line class and c c c e i is the corresponding extracted feature vector. P e (. | .) represents the conditional probability of the line class, given the corresponding feature vector, which is computed by the pre-trained Random Forest model. The unique selected line is considered as an initial reference-string candidate ψ t =0 . Then, a series of candidates are sequentially generated in a random process, starting from ψ t =0 , where the best candidate is assumed to be approached with the progress of this process. Considering that the number of lines composing a reference string is unpredictable, the number of candidates (α) in our experiments is set to 30 to ensure that the best candidate is reached. Let ψ t and ψ t −1 be two consecutive reference-string candidates, the superiority between them is assessed by the acceptance ratio a, which measures the quality of reference-string candidates in terms of line combination (Δ e ), segmentation (Δ s ) and completeness (Δ c ).
Here, each candidate is compared to its predecessor, where it is accepted if it better, otherwise, it is rejected and substituted with the predecessor candidate. In other terms, since the comparison is achieved by computing the acceptance ratio a, the new candidate is accepted only if a > 1. The acceptance ratio between the current candidate ψ t and its predecessor ψ t −1 (a t,t −1 ) is computed as follows:
Eq.2 approximates the optimal candidate of line combination for each reference by assessing the disparity among the qualities of sampled candidates. It is important to note that the number of samples (α) should be sufficient to obtain a stabilized referencestring.
Considering a candidate ψ , the quality measure of line-combination validates the determination of ψ by first-reference line from top and last reference line from bottom. In this context, an adequate reference candidate is characterized with top and bottom lines having high probabilities of first and last reference lines, respectively. The line-combination measure of a given candidate Δ e (ψ ) is obtained as follows:
where ψ 1 and ψ L correspond to the first and last line of ψ , respectively.
The segmentation measure (Δ s ) is a precision evaluation of the segmentation that is applied on ψ , and it is computed as follows:
where M is the number of token in ψ , ω s is the class of reference component (i.e., Author, Title, Year, etc.) and K denotes the number of all possible reference components. c c c s j represents the extracted feature vector from the jth token in the corresponding reference candidate. As its name indicates, the completeness measure evaluates the completeness of the reference candidate given the references in the training dataset. Let f a , f b and f c be the estimated functions that represent the distributions of x, y and z, respectively, obtained using Multivariate Kernel Density Estimation. x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x R ) represents the existence of key-components (i.e. Author name, Year, Page, Source and Editor) in the training dataset of length (R). Similarly, y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y R ) and z = (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z R ) represent the arrangements of the key-components in terms of their first and last appearance, respectively. Furthermore, other heuristic completeness factors (f d ) are used, for example, the length of lines and punctuation marks at the end of lines. A detailed explanation about the completeness factors is found under the corresponding repository link 2 . For measuring the completeness of a reference string candidate ψ , giving its set of tokens and their corresponding components, Δ c (ψ t ) is computed as: the product of f a (ψ ), f b (ψ ), and the other completeness factors.
For the sake of simplicity, Fig. 2 shows an illustrative example of the computation of quality measures given a reference-string candidate. In the top-left, the line combination measure is obtained as the product of two scores: 1) the probability that the first line of the reference-string candidate corresponds to ref-1 and 2) the probability that the last line of the reference-string candidate corresponds to ref-L. In the top-right, the products of the completeness densities implies the completeness measure. In the bottom side, the segmentation measure is represented by the product of components' scores.
After determining the first reference string based on the above process, the method iteratively searches for the remaining reference strings until no reference line remains. It starts with the line having the highest probability among the remaining lines and follows the same process to form and segment a new coherent reference string. Algorithm. 1 summarizes the above discussed steps.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of extracting coherent reference strings. Θ = ∅ Set of references while Λ ∅ do Initialise with î (among Λ 0:N ) using Eq. 1 Determine the initial candidate: ψ t =0 = î Compute the measures of ψ t =0 following: Eq. 3, Eq. 4 and Eq. 5
Compute the measures of ψ t following: Eq. 3, Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 ⇒ obtain a if a < 1 then
A detailed explanation of the method is given in an online documentation 3 .
Filtering
In the online process, the lines of the query document are independently classified, without considering the classes of subsequent and former lines. Despite that this is considered an advantage to find references in different parts of the document (e.g., footnote), it is highly likely that the classification output is noisy with wrong classifications. To overcome this problem, a filtering process is necessary to smooth the output. The reference regions are first searched by employing a capacity distribution that expresses each line with the amount of neighbor reference lines. Let ε be the stride parameter, the density d i of each line i is computed as:
Based on the above equation, the wrongly detected reference lines can be discarded. Also, the wrongly missed reference lines can be reconsidered. Note that this rectification does not affect the scores of classes given by Random Forest, where they remain the same for the rectified lines. 
EXPERIMENTS
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of both reference extraction and segmentation, several experimental evaluations have been carried out on different datasets due to the variety of their properties and characteristics. Another reason to use different datasets is the fact that each dataset is derived from a wellknown state-of-the-art method. Therefore, for precise comparison, the proposed approach is compared to Cermine [19] , Grobid [13] and ParsCit [5] on their corresponding datasets. Additionally, this paper proposes a new challenging dataset, on which the proposed method, Grobid and Cermine are applied and compared. The efficiency of the methods is assessed in terms of precision, recall and F-score, where at the end the complexity of each method is discussed. In the following, the considered datasets are described:
Proposed Dataset in German language (PGS):
. This dataset consists of 125 annotated articles in German language collected from SSOAR 4 . All articles are on social science and can be divided into two categories: 1) 100 articles have references in a specific section and 2) the references in the remaining 25 articles are sparsely located in the document and not only in the reference section. Fig 3 illustrates two examples of references and notes in German social science publications. As shown, the similarity between references in footnotes and notes is very high. This includes; 1) similar location in the paper, same font style and size, and 3) numerated in the same order. On the other hand, a reference in the reference section appears differently in terms of format and content. The references in each article are manually identified, segmented and consolidated with the remaining text in the layout file. By considering the reference strings in all articles, 2652 reference strings are extracted and assigned to 6711 text lines. Here, the lines are extracted using a tool from Cermine that extracts each sequence of words in the PDF with respecting line break and multi-column PDF. It has to be noted that the references in this dataset do not correspond to only academic literature but grey literature as well. Therefore, different unusual references are more likely to appear in this dataset. This include; references without authors (e.g. organizational reports), references with only title and URL (e.g. datasets). This variety is considered challenging in view of 1) the existence and absence of essential components (e.g. author), 2) the non-unified arrangement of reference components (both inter-and intra-articles), 3) the variety of component number. In the remaining of this section, the parts of extraction and segmentation of PGS are referred by PGS e and PGS s , respectively.
Proposed Dataset in English language (PES):.
Similarly to PGS, PES is a set of 100 PDF articles collected from SSOAR, where all articles are in English language. However, the references in this collection are from different languages. After annotating all the references in PES, 2838 are counted.
Cermine Dataset (CDS):.
It is a part of GROTOAP2 dataset 5 , which consists of 13210 articles collected from medicine domain. Due to the considerable time consuming to train the reference segmentation model of Cermine, only 6858 reference strings from GROTOAP2 are considered, each of which is segmented into components.
Grobid Dataset (GDS):. From 1943 articles available in PMC_sample 6 , 100 articles are randomly selected to constitute this dataset, where reference strings in each document are annotated and segmented.
For detailed evaluations, reference identification and reference segmentation are independently discussed below:
Reference Identification
Evaluating the quality of reference identification is subjected to several criteria. First, the retrieval accuracy, which is characterized by 1) the number of relevant reference lines among the retrieved ones and 2) the number of retrieved reference lines among the total amount of existing reference lines in the document. As a reference consists of multiple lines, it might be retrieved, either precisely, missing relevant line(s) or including irrelevant line(s). Therefore, the second criterion is the inner precision within the reference itself. Accordingly, a reference is considered to be precisely identified if all its lines are gathered without including outlier lines. The qualities of reference identification of the proposed method (Proposed), Grobid and Cermine are assessed by applying each method to PGS e using 10-fold cross-validation. To ensure equitable learning of all the models, we trained Grobid on the level of reference-line segmentation and section segmentation. Here, footnotes containing references were re-annotated as reference sections for both training and testing sets. Considering the identification of each reference line independently, Table 1 presents the results of the three datasets in terms of three evaluation macro averaged metrics; precision, recall and F1-score. Here, each line in the document can belong to either reference line or non-reference line. As demonstrated, Cermine achieves the highest precision among the three models, where about 77% of the retrieved references are relevant. However, most of the reference lines are not retrieves. On the contrary, the proposed method retrieved almost 90% of the reference lines, which is higher with 20% from the successor approach. 
Reference Segmentation
The quality of reference segmentation is assessed on the basis of several experimental evaluations. In order to avoid the influence of former phases on the evaluation of this phase, the references are assumed to be properly extracted for all methods. Hence, the input in this evaluation is a set of references, each of which is segmented into components such as 'author', 'title', 'pages', etc. It is important to note that the compared methods don't consider similar components, for example, 'URL' is not recognized by Cermine and 'Identifier' is considered only by the proposed approach. Moreover, the evaluation is carried out after removing non-alpha-numeric characters from the output of all models as well as the ground truth. Due to the variety of reference styles and for objective evaluation, five datasets are used to compare the Proposed to the state-of-the-art methods.
To ensure that all models benefit from all available information, the segmented references in PGS s and PES s are prepared according to the corresponding format of each model without changing any of their properties (i.e. spacing, punctuation, capitalisation, etc.). Furthermore, to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in segmenting regular reference strings, Table 3 presents the results of our model and three other baseline models: Grobid, Cermine and ParsCit on PES s . The result of each model was obtained by applying 10-fold cross-validation on the 2838 reference strings, where the data is split based on the 100 blocks of reference strings (i.e. articles). Specifically, for each fold, the reference strings in 90 articles are used to train the models and the reference of the remaining articles Table 4 .
Since the variety of reference style is large and the importance of components differ from a community to another, as we observed in the annotation of other datasets, we evaluate Proposed considering CDS dataset using 10-fold cross-validation. In this evaluation, we split the reference strings to training and testing parts without taking into account the articles citing these references. In addition to Proposed, Cermine is also applied to this dataset and their results are demonstrated in Table. 5. In contrast to the previous evaluation and although its high precision, the recall of the proposed method is relatively lower. This decrease in performance is explained by the annotation of this dataset, in which a lot of content is not annotated. More precisely, there exist references, in which URLs and information about the editor are present but not annotated. In our approach, any content in the reference which is not annotated is considered as either 'Other' or 'Empty'. 'Other' is assigned to content that might be useful such as note and place of publication and its goal is to help the prediction of neighbouring components by exploring the transitions among states. 'Empty' is any content that is not useful as information but it helps the understanding of the edges between components by CRF. Examples of 'Empty' include: punctuation, key-words (e.g. 'In:'), parentheses. As the previous evaluation showed the negative impact of nonannotated content in the prediction of some components, we aim in this evaluation to examine the influence of 'Other' and 'Empty' on guiding the prediction. For this, we used GDS dataset, in which the contents of the annotated reference strings are reordered compared to the raw data. In addition, these annotated reference strings (ground truth) are filtered from additional content, including punctuation and key-words. Since both models Proposed and Grobid rely on the sequential property of reference strings, we preferred to test both methods on the ground truth after removing the annotation so that we ensure that the training and testing phases are consistent. The result presented in Table 6 shows a high average precision of the proposed method without relying on additional content. It shows also that the relatively low recall is due to two components: 'Editor' and 'URL'. For 'Editor', the reason is the lack of instances assigned to this component and the remarkable presence of Other which is employed in this case to identify 'place of publication'. The above evaluations demonstrates the capability of our method to extract and segment references from a challenging dataset accurately. It indicates also the necessity of training the model on a well annotated dataset. The details of all evaluations presented in this papers, including datasets, source codes and evaluation metrics, can be found in our public repository 2 . The developed method is employed in the toolchain of the EXCITE project, which is dedicated to publish open literature references [10] . In addition, an online demo is made available to the public and can be easily used 1 .
CONCLUSION
A novel approach for extracting and segmenting references is proposed in this paper. The benefit of combining the different steps in a coherent mechanism is demonstrated and validated with the obtained result. The presented approach is non-parameterized, where it takes the PDF document as input and outputs a list of segmented reference strings. As a result, the approach achieved a satisfactory result on different datasets overcoming state-of-the-art methods. This effectiveness is validated in terms of reference extraction and reference segmentation. Moreover, we introduced a new challenging dataset dedicated to both tasks. For future work, on the one side, we will improve our method by combining classical features and word embedding to obtain a better representation of tokens and thus better extraction and segmentation result. On the other side, we will apply the method on a collection of articles, e.g. on German social science, and match them against the records of existing bibliographic databases. The reason is to enrich the citation network with citations, which are unintentionally neglected because of their old publication dates, the linking inability of their publishers, etc.
